
10 Reasons  
to Choose

All Disciplinary Core Idea (DCI) content at the correct grade level. No extraneous content  
allows you to focus in-depth on only the content necessary to master at that grade level.

Look for the Quest! These problem-based activities allow students to use engineering practices to build 
engineering habits of mind and higher-order problem solving skills, just like real engineers. 

Accurate rigorous content made accessible to all. The Next Generation Science Standard call for 
rigorous content and we make it highly accessible through images, reading support, audio support with 
highlighting, video support, hands-on learning and level readers.

Instructional images, diagrams, graphs, charts & pictures. With EVERY graphic students are required 
to interact with the image, which supports deep conceptual understanding. There are no gratuitous pictures; 
everything helps students to understand the content.

Inquiry before content IN the student edition. Easy hands-on activities at the beginning of the  
chapter and lesson give every student the same real world context and foundational knowledge to draw 
from to understand the content. (5E model)

STEM activity for every chapter.  Students start each chapter using engineering practices to build  
engineering habits of mind and higher order problem solving skills, just like real engineers.

Literacy & Math made interactive—by reading small chunks of text with numerous interactivities  
(circling, drawing, writing, applying, etc.), including Cloze Reading. 

Mastering vocabulary with Vocabulary Smart Cards. Interactive smart cards with pictures require 
kids to write their own definition, draw pictures, and analyze prefixes/suffixes and then cut-out their cards 
and play games to practice.

30 Second lab set up! Materials for each individual activity/lab comes in its own ziplock bag and Activity 
Placemat. So students: 1) Grab a tray & placemat, 2) grab materials, and 3) Go.

Virtual labs to accompany every Explore It & Investigation—allowing teachers to preview and 
review each lab with students or to use if they are short on time.

Interactive technology on REALIZE. Rich and engaging content, embedded assessments with instant 
data, and flexible tools that allow teachers to manage their classrooms.

Proven research results! Students experience significant learning gains while using Interactive Science and 
we have the research to prove it. 
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